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ABSTRACT
A curvature-corrected symmetry technique developed by Dadone and Grossman (AIAA J., vol. 32, 1994) for a
structured grid Euler solver has been extended to unstructured grids and to arbitrary curved boundaries in this
paper. The local curvature is estimated numerically with a robust procedure, and is used successfully in the
boundary treatment. Numerical results for 2D inviscid flows around circular and elliptic cylinders, and the
NACA0012 airfoil with the new boundary condition showed dramatic improvements over those with a conventional
non-curvature-corrected approach. In all cases, spurious entropy productions with the new boundary treatment are
significantly reduced, and sometimes by several orders of magnitude.
INTRODUCTION
Proper boundary treatment is critical in Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Its importance is obvious
because it is the boundary conditions that determine the
flow characteristics once the governing equations are
given, at least for steady flow problems. Since the early
days in CFD development, boundary conditions have
been investigated intensively by many researchers1-7.
For external aerodynamic problems, two types of
boundary conditions play very important roles. One
type is named the non-reflective boundary condition,
and is used at the truncated far field boundary. The
other type is the non-penetrating boundary condition,
which is used at solid wall boundaries. Both boundary
conditions have received much attention in the
literature1-7 over the years. In many of the different
treatments of boundary conditions, the characteristic
analysis has often been used to guide the development
of physical and numerical boundary conditions. For
example, the wall boundary condition developed by
Chakravarthy6
was
implemented
using
both
characteristic variables and physical variables. Another
treatment of solid wall boundary condition7 used Taylor
expansions and accuracy analysis. Most of the
investigations on boundary conditions have focused on
the finite-difference method for structured grids.

More recently, the finite volume method has gained
popularity because of its property of conservation, and
its easy extensibility to unstructured grids. Furthermore,
the solid wall boundary condition in a finite volume
framework is significantly simpler than that in a finite
difference framework. This is because on a solid wall,
which is part of a control volume, the mass flux and
energy flux diminish. The only non-zero term is the
pressure contribution to the momentum fluxes. Even the
simplest treatment of a zeroth order pressure
extrapolation from the centroid of a wall-touching cell
to a solid wall boundary gives acceptable results.
However, such a treatment can seriously degrade
solution accuracy and generate significant spurious
entropy, as demonstrated by Dadone and Grossman8.
They therefore developed a new boundary condition
called curvature-corrected symmetry technique (CCST)
for solid walls with a non-zero curvature. In CCST, the
pressure at a ghost cell is determined based on the local
momentum equation taking into account of the
curvature effects. Then the density and tangential
velocity are computed using the condition of constant
entropy and total enthalpy. Numerical results for flow
around a circular cylinder with CCST showed dramatic
improvements over those with the zeroth and first order
pressure extrapolation techniques or a non-curvature
corrected symmetry technique. However, CCST was
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demonstrated only for a circular cylinder with
structured grids in Reference 8.
In this paper, we attempt to extend CCST to
unstructured grids for general curved geometries. The
last one and half decades have seen a surge of activities
in the area of CFD solution methodologies based on
unstructured grids9-17. Unstructured grids provide
considerable flexibility in tackling complex geometries
and for adapting the computational grids according to
flow features. Types of unstructured grids include
classical triangular or tetrahedral grids, quadrilateral or
hexahedral grids, prismatic grids, or mixed grids. Based
on experiences gained in the last decade, many CFD
researchers have come to the conclusion that mixed
grids (or hybrid grids)13 are the way to go. In the pursuit
of the ultimate flow solver, we have developed a finite
volume flow solver which is capable of handling
arbitrary grids16-17, including hybrid adaptive
Cartesian/prism and viscous Cartesian grids. The CCST
boundary condition is implemented in this flow solver
and tested for general curved geometries.
The paper is therefore arranged in the following
manner. In the next section, the finite-volume flow
solver supporting arbitrary unstructured grids is briefly
described. Then CCST is extended to arbitrary
unstructured grids. In order to handle general curved
boundary, a technique to numerically estimate the local
curvature is developed. After that, the general CCST
treatment is tested for several geometries, including a
circular and an elliptic cylinder and the NACA0012
airfoil. Finally, several concluding remarks based on
the current study are included.
A FINITE VOLUME SOLVER
ON ARBITRARY GRIDS
The Euler equations governing inviscid flow can be
written in the following integral form:

∂Q

∫ ∂t dV + ∫ FdS = 0

V

(1)

S

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F is the
inviscid flux vector given by

Q = {ρ , ρu, ρv, E}T

(2)

F = {ρv n , ρuv n + pn x , ρvv n + pn y , ( p + E )v n }T
where ρ, u, v , p, E are density, x and y components of
the velocity vector, pressure and total energy,
respectively, v n = un x + vn y is the normal velocity
component, n = (nx , n y ) is the unit outgoing normal of

the control surface S of the control volume V. The total
energy is computed from

E = p /(γ − 1) +

1
ρ (u 2 + v 2 )
2

(3)

with γ = 1.4 for air. The integration of (1) in an
arbitrary control volume Vi with N faces gives:

dQ i
Vi +
dt

N

∑Ff S f

=0

(4)

f =1

where Qi is the vector of cell-averaged conserved
variables in Vi, Ff is the numerical inviscid flux vector
through face f, Sf is the face area. The overbar in Qi
will be dropped from here on, and Qi is interpreted to
represent the vector of conserved variables at the cell
centroid of Vi without loss of (second-order) accuracy.
The focus of the numerical approach is then the
computation of the numerical flux Ff, which is
computed with a Godunov-type approach18,19. There are
two key components in a Godunov scheme. One is data
reconstruction, and the other is the Riemann solver. The
original Godunov scheme18 employed a piece-wise
constant data reconstruction, and the resultant scheme
was only first-order accurate. Van Leer extended the
first-order Godunov scheme to second-order19 by using
a piecewise linear data reconstruction. The secondorder Godunov scheme is adopted in the flow solver.
The two major ingredients of the flow solver - data
reconstruction and Riemann solver - are briefly
described in the following subsections.
Reconstruction
In a cell-centered finite-volume method, flow variables
are known in a cell-average sense. No indication is
given as to the distribution of the solution over the
control volume. In order to evaluate the inviscid flux
through a face using the Godunov approach, flow
variables are required at both sides of the face. This
task is fulfilled through data reconstruction. In this
paper, a least-squares reconstruction algorithm capable
of preserving a linear function on arbitrary grids is
employed. This linear reconstruction also makes the
finite-volume method second-order accurate in space.
The reconstruction problem reads: Given cell-averaged
primitive variables (denoted by q) for all the cells of the
computational grid, build a linear distribution for each
cell (e.g. c) using data at the cell itself and its
neighboring cells sharing a face with c. We use the fact
that the cell-averaged solutions can be taken to be the
point solutions at the cell centroids without sacrificing
the second-order accuracy. Therefore, we seek to
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reconstruct the gradient (qx, qy) for cell c, which
produces the following linear distribution

q( x , y ) = q c + q x ( x − x c ) + q y ( y − y c )

(5)

where (xc, yc) is the cell-centroid coordinates. The
following expressions can be easily derived from a
least-squares approach:

 N

 ( q f ,c − qc )( x f ,c − x c ) 
q x 
 f =1

q  = M  N

 y
 (q

−
−
q
)(
y
y
)
f ,c
c
f ,c
c


 f =1


∑

F f = FRiem (Q L , Q R , n )

(9)

Although the exact Riemann solver is very effective, it
is expensive to compute because an iterative Newton
solver is necessary to solve the non-linear equations. As
a result, other more efficient approximate Riemann
solvers have been developed to compute the flux. One
popular one is Roe’s approximate Riemann solver20,
which is used in the present study.

where q f ,c is the primitive variable at a neighboring

For time integration, an efficient block LU-SGS
(Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel) implicit
scheme21 is used on arbitrary grids. This block LU-SGS
(BLU-SGS) scheme takes much less memory than a
fully (linearized) implicit scheme, while having
essentially the same or better convergence rate than a
fully implicit scheme.

cell sharing face f with cell c, x f ,c , y f ,c are the
coordinates of the cell centroid, and

A CURVATURE-BASED WALL BOUNDARY
CONDITION FOR UNSTRUCTURED GRIDS

∑

M =

1  I yy

∆  − I xy

(6)

− I xy 
I xx 

with
N

I xx = ∑ ( x f ,c − xc ) 2
f =1
N

I xy = ∑ ( x f ,c − xc )( y f ,c − yc )
f =1

(7)

N

I yy = ∑ ( y f ,c − yc ) 2
f =1

∆ = I xx I yy − I xy .

The curvature-corrected symmetry technique (CCST)
developed by Dadone and Grossman8 is now extended
for treating the wall boundary condition for an
unstructured-grid finite-volume flow solver. Consider a
wall boundary shown in Figure 1. The unit normal n of
the boundary points out of the computational domain.
Cell i is the interior cell, and cell g is the ghost cell
employed to handle the boundary condition. The ghost
cell is produced as the mirror image of the interior cell
with respect to the boundary face. In the following
subsections, both the conventional symmetry technique
(ST) and CCST are described.
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Note that matrix M is symmetric and dependent only on
the computational grid. If one stores three elements of
M for each cell, the reconstruction can be performed
efficiently through a loop over all faces.
Riemann Solver
In the original Godunov method, an exact Riemann
solver is used to solve the Euler equations with the
following initial condition at t = 0:

 Q
Q= L
Q R

if x < 0
otherwise

Symmetry Technique
In a non-curvature-corrected boundary treatment, the
boundary face is considered flat, and the flow variables
at the ghost cell are just mirror images of those at the
interior cell. Let the pressure, density and velocity
vector in the interior cell i be pi, ρi, vi. Then the flow
variables at the ghost cell g are computed with:

p g = pi
ρ g = ρi

(10)

v g = vi − 2(vi • n)n
(8)

The numerical flux is then taken to be the exact flux at
x = 0 when t > 0. In generalizing the Godunov method
to multiple dimensions, a one-dimensional Riemann
solver in the face normal direction is used. Therefore,
the flux at a face with normal n can be expressed as

Then the least-squares linear reconstruction approach is
used to reconstruct the gradients of the primitive
variables for cell i. After that, the primitive variables at
the boundary face center reconstructed from cell i can
be expressed as:
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p L = pi + ( r f − ri ) • ∇pi
ρ L = ρ i + ( r f − ri ) • ∇ρ i
u L = ui + ( r f − ri ) • ∇ui
v L = vi + ( r f − ri ) • ∇vi

(11)

ri is the position vector of the cell centroid. The
reconstructed normal component of the velocity vector
at the face center may not diminish, i.e.,
u L n x + v L n y ≠ 0 . In order to force the mass and
energy fluxes to diminish at the wall boundary, the
primitive variables just to the right of the boundary face
are computed assuming they are again mirror images of
the variables just to the left of the face, i.e.,

pR = pL
ρR = ρL
v R = v L − 2(v L • n) n

(12)

Then the final flux vector at the face is computed from
an approximate Riemann solver

F f = FRiem (Q L , Q R , n )

(13)

Because of the use of linear reconstructions of primitive
variables at the interior cell, this boundary condition is
compatible with the interior numerical scheme, and is
second-order accurate, which has been numerically
verified.
Curvature-Corrected Symmetry Technique
The basic idea of CCST is to use the local momentum
equation to specify the pressure at the ghost cell.
Therefore the following equation is applied locally

∂p
2
= −ρ v / R
∂n

(14)

where R is the local radius of curvature. Applying this
equation to the ghost cell, we then obtain
2

(16)

The density at the ghost cell is computed assuming that
the entropy be the same as that in the interior cell, i.e.,

where r f is the position vector of the face center, and

p g = pi − ∆nρ w v w

ρw =ρ i
v w = vi − (vi • n) n

/R

(15)

where ρ w and v w are the density and velocity
magnitude at the wall, and ∆n is the distance between
the ghost cell centroid and the interior cell centroid. In
our implementation, ρ w and v w are chosen to be the

1/ γ
 pg 


ρ g = ρi
 p 
 i 

(17)

The velocity vector at the ghost cell is still computed
according to (10). Again (11) and (12) are used to
compute (Q L , Q R ) , which are used in the approximate
Riemann solver. If the computational grid is locally
orthogonal near the boundary, the reconstructed normal
velocity component should be zero.
If the geometry is a circular cylinder, the radius of the
local curvature is simply the radius of the cylinder. For
an arbitrary curved boundary, other means must be
developed to estimate the local curvature. Consider a
curved boundary shown in Figure 2. To estimate the
curvature for boundary face a-b, first we use a-b and the
point to the left of the boundary face (point l) to make
one estimate, and then use a-b and the right point (r) to
perform another estimate. Then we simply average the
two estimates to obtain the final radius. However, if
either point a, or b is a sharp corner (such as the trailing
edge of an airfoil), then we use the estimate from the
three points avoiding the sharp corner. If both a and b
are corner points, then the radius is infinity, i.e., the
curvature is zero. A point is considered a sharp corner if
the two edges sharing the point form an angle larger
than a threshold, such as 30 degrees.
Given arbitrary three non-co-linear points (1, 2 and 3),
we can find the radius by solving the following
equations:

( x1 − x0 ) 2 + ( y1 − y 0 ) 2 = R 2
( x 2 − x0 ) 2 + ( y 2 − y 0 ) 2 = R 2
( x 3 − x0 ) 2 + ( y 3 − y 0 ) 2 = R 2
The solution can be expressed as

density and tangential velocity at cell i, i.e.,
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(18)

R = {[( x − x ) 2 + ( y − y ) 2 ]
1
2
1
2
2
2
× [( x − x ) + ( y − y ) ]
1
3
1
3
(19)
2
× [( x − x ) + ( y − y ) 2 ]}1 / 2
3
2
3
2
1
×
2[ x ( y − y ) + x ( y − y ) + x ( y − y )]
3 2
1
2 1
3
1 3
2
In the actual implementation, the curvature is used
instead of the radius to prevent division by 0. It should
be pointed out that the actual pressure used in the
momentum flux depends on the local mesh, which is
used in the linear reconstruction, and the approximate
Riemann solver.
TEST RESULTS
We have considered three representative test cases to
validate and demonstrate the new curvature-based wall
boundary condition. In all three cases, dramatic
improvements over the non-curvature based boundary
condition have been achieved.
Subsonic Flow over a Circular Cylinder
This case is the same as the one used to demonstrate
CCST in Reference 8, and is chosen here as a validation
case of the present implementation. The free stream
Mach number is 0.38. The computations were
performed with a grid of 128x32 cells (128 cells in the
circumferential direction of 360 degrees, and 32 cells in
the radial direction). The truncated far field boundary is
20 radiuses away from the cylinder. Both ST and CCST
were employed in the computations. The Mach number
contours computed with both boundary conditions are
compared in Figure 3, and the relative entropy error
contours are displayed in Figure 4. In these contour
figures, the contours for the same variables are plotted
at the same levels. Note that the Mach contours
computed with CCST is much more symmetric than
those computed with the conventional ST, indicating
there is much less spurious entropy production in the
solution with CCST. This observation is visually
verified by Figure 4. In fact, the maximum relative
entropy error and drag coefficient in the solution with
ST are 0.0036, and 0.0080, while the entropy error and
drag coefficient are only 0.0010, and 0.0047 in the
solution with CCST. The case serves to verify the
present implementation.
Inviscid Flow around an Elliptic Cylinder
The second case is an inviscid flow problem around an
elliptic cylinder, with a major radius of 1 (in the xdirection) and a minor radius of 2 as shown in Figure 5,
which also displays the coarse quadrilateral and

triangular grids with 64x16 and 64x16x2 cells. The
coarse mesh has 64 cells in the circumferential
direction. The far field boundary extends to 20 major
radiuses away. The free stream Mach number was
chosen to be 0.26 so that the flow can reach a maximum
Mach number close to 1. Three quadrilateral grids were
employed in a grid refinement study. The medium and
fine grids have 128x32 and 256x64 cells, respectively.
The simulations all started from a uniform free stream,
and the residuals were reduced by at least 6 orders of
magnitude. The computed drag coefficients and
maximum relative entropy errors with both boundary
conditions on all three grids are plotted in Figure 6. As
expected, CCST produced less drag on the same grid
than ST. What is remarkable in the comparison is the
maximum relative entropy error. The coarsest mesh
with CCST produced less entropy error than the finest
mesh with ST. In fact, the entropy errors on the medium
and fine mesh with CCST are more than an order of
magnitude smaller than those with ST. Figures 7, 8 and
9 show the computed Mach, density and relative
entropy error contours on the finest mesh with both
boundary conditions. Even on the finest mesh, two
spurious separation bubbles still exist on the downwind side of the ellipse with ST, as shown in the
entropy error contours in Figure 9a. The spurious
separation bubbles are illustrated in the velocity vector
plot on the medium mesh shown in Figure 10a. Note
that CCST was capable of producing an attached flow
as shown in Figure 10b. The same simulation was also
performed with the finest triangular grid, which has
256x64x2 cells. The computed Mach number and
entropy error contours are displayed in Figures 11 and
12. By examining the Mach contours in Figures 7 and
11, we can tell that the solution quality on the triangular
grid is better because there are less wiggles in those
contours. Again, the maximum entropy error with
CCST is more than an order lower than that with ST on
this triangular grid.
Subsonic flow around a NACA0012 Airfoil
Finally to demonstrate the new boundary condition for
a general curved geometry, subsonic flow around the
NACA0012 airfoil is simulated with a free stream
Mach number of 0.5, and an angle of attack of 3
degrees. Near the sharp trailing edge, the curvature is
estimated avoiding the sharp corner. An adaptive
Cartesian/adaptive quad computational mesh shown in
Figure 13 was used in this simulation. The mesh has a
total of 2184 cells, 4887 faces and 2703 nodes. The
mesh was generated using a grid generation method
presented in Reference 16. Cell-cutting was used near
the outer boundary of the quad grid to “merge” the
Cartesian and quad grid into a single grid with arbitrary
polygons. The computed Mach number contours and
the entropy error contours with both boundary
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conditions are displayed in Figures 14 and 15,
respectively. Note that the computed Mach contours
with ST have sharp turns near the airfoil surface,
indicating the generation of an entropy layer near the
surface, whereas the contours with CCST are nearly
straight near the surface. It is clear from the entropy
error contours that the new boundary condition
produced much less spurious entropy than the
conventional boundary condition.

6.

7.

8.

CONCLUSIONS
A curvature-based boundary condition has been
successfully extended to unstructured grids, and to
general curved geometries. A robust numerical
procedure has also been developed to estimate the local
curvature for an arbitrary 2D curve. Numerical
demonstrations with 2D inviscid flow around an ellipse
and the NACA0012 airfoil showed dramatic
improvements over a conventional non-curvaturecorrected approach. In all cases, spurious entropy
productions with the new boundary treatment are
significantly reduced by up to several orders of
magnitude than with the non-curvature based boundary
condition.
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Figure 1. Schematic Of the Wall Boundary Condition
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Figure 2. Estimation of the Local Curvature

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 3. Mach Contours on the Fine Quadrilateral Mesh with 128x32 Cells
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(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 4. Relative Entropy Error Contours on the Fine Quadrilateral Mesh with 128x32 Cells

Figure 5. Coarse Computational Grids Around An Elliptic Cylinder
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Figure 6. Comparison of Drag Coefficients and Entropy Errors
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(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 7. Mach Contours on the Fine Quadrilateral Mesh with 256x64 Cells

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 8. Density Contours on the Fine Quadrilateral Mesh with 256x64 Cells

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 9. Entropy Error Contours on the Fine Quadrilateral Mesh with 256x64 Cells
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(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 10. Velocity Vector Plots on the Medium Quadrilateral Mesh with 128x32 Cells

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 11. Mach Contours on the Fine Triangular Mesh with 256x64x2 Cells

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 12. Entropy Error Contours on the Fine Triangular Mesh with 256x64x2 Cells
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Figure 13. Adaptive Cartesian/Adaptive Quad Mesh for the NACA0012 Airfoil

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 14. Mach Contours on the Adaptive Cartesian/Quad Mesh

(a) Symmetry Technique

(b) Curvature Corrected Symmetry Technique

Figure 15. Entropy Error Contours on the Adaptive Cartesian/Quad Mesh
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